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in the 11 season Smith · occupation career, a total of 865 games, played 22407 minutes. Bobby is famous far distance jumper. At
that time he was often in the range of three lines now outside of the shooting. In his occupation career, he hit rate was 44.9%
(4776/10642), free throw rate was 79.8% (1307/1637), and a total of 3630 rebounds, 1734 assists and 10882 points. Smith was
selected in 1984, the University of Tulsa athletes Hall of fame in December 4, 1979, Knight retired his No. 7 jersey. < p > a
zayidelunasi & middot; Zydrunas Ilgauskas is a from Eastern European countries, Lithuania technology center, the people friendly
said "big Z, Z height reached 2.21 meters, but has a soft ball. He means to attack inside the diversity and experience in the few
players inside the opponent on the defensive end, but also show a sufficient deterrent. Disadvantage: the biggest problem is the lack
of physical aspects of the impact of his time in the defensive end, sustained combat, and fouls. The same 5 Ilgauskas ankle surgery
also brought him trouble. 2014 years in March 9th, NBA regular season, Nicks away 107-97 defeat the knight, three in a row. At
halftime, the Cavaliers Jersey retirement ceremony was held for the team veteran Ilgauskas. Igors Cass and his parents, his wife and
two children, the former boss, the current boss, the boss, the coach and the history of the famous players all arrived at the scene
Knight boss Dan Gilbert said. "Zhadelunasi is not only a knight in team history, the best one of the players, is also the team spent the
best people." big Z data and efficiency shows that he was a successful basketball career, more impressive is that the giant man who
cares about his teammates, the fans are also very good." Ilgauskas's jersey will retire in Cleveland home court against Nicks, the
effectiveness of the knight 12 season, Z was selected to two all star. He had lined up second blocks in history and score. The knight
in 2007 finals, Z is one of the major players in. < p > Larry & middot; Nancy has been a contribution to stability performance of
forward, from eighteen to nine points rebounds easy for him, the latter part of his career to the Cavaliers also had to participate in the
all star game experience. But he is always mentioned, people think that Nancy NBA first trapeze dunk contest when. The first slam
dunk contest can be described as a star studded, Dominick & middot; Wilkins, Julius & middot; Owen, Darryl & middot; Griffith is
number button will, finally, Nancy with move hands double dunk the ball unexpectedly won the championship, become the history of
the NBA first dunk king. 198>
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